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PRISM Provider:
P1: Microsoft
P2: Yahoo
P3: Google
P4: Facebook
P5: PalTalk
P6: YouTube
P7: Skype
P8: AOL
PA: Apple

Content Type:
A: Stored Comms (Search)
B: IM (chat)
C: RTN-EDC (real-time notification of an e-mail event such as a login or sent message)
D: RTN-IM (real-time notification of a chat login or logout event)
E: E-Mail
F: VoIP
G: Full (WebForum)
H: OSN Messaging (photos, wallposts, activity, etc.)
I: OSN Basic Subscriber Info
J: Videos

( dot): Indicates multiple types

Fixed trigraph, denotes PRISM source collection
Year CASN established for selector
Serial #